
                                      Fitness 19 Williamsville Class Schedule

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

All members are encouraged to attend a class…All skills and exercises can be modified to match each individual's level of fitness

      Ab Burner

      8:30-900am
This class combines 

various poses with 

BRING THIS SCHEDULE IN FOR A     Rowing/ TRX   Ready to Move specific exercises 

FREE TRAIL WEEK OF CLASSES       10:30-11:00 am   10:30-11:00am that will help increase

NEW CLASS GOERS ONLY A low-impact challenging Designed to increase overall core strength

Strength Training class range of motion using        Limitless 45

encompassing both    dynamic stretching       9:30-10:15 am

Rowing and TRX   techniques and   45 minutes of circuit 

techniques to increase    mobility work       and strength
mobility and strength training that focuses

      Power 30          Kettlebell LWL 6:00pm       Fusion    on instruction and 

       6:00-6:30pm        6:00-6:30pm       6:00-6:30pm        6:00-6:30pm Power 30 6:00-6:30pm    strives to amplify

     Constructed to        30 minutes of    Weight training      Constructed to athletic performance

   increase overall        30 minutes of     detailed instruction intervals combining    increase overall

   strength through   weights and functional    of functional lifts compund movements    strength through

   resistence and   training using various   with added cardio and with functional    resistence and 

   functional training.   weighted kettlebells       circuit training lifts to increase    functional training.

  This classs will also  overall strength and   This classs will also Sunday
 involve cardiovascular endurance  involve cardiovascular Yoga 9:30am

          circuits        Limitless 45     Rowing/ TRX        Limitless 45           circuits

      Ab Burner         6:45-7:15pm        6:45-7:15pm         6:45-7:15pm 1 hour of Hatha type 

        6:45-7:15pm     Instruction and A low-impact challenging     Instruction and yoga poses

This class combines     performance of Strength Training class     performance of that will challenge 

various poses with    particualer power encompassing both    particualer power you physically

specific exercises    movements that Rowing and TRX    movements that and soothe you

that will help increase    strives to amplify techniques to increase    strives to amplify mentally

overall core strength athletic performance mobility and strength athletic performance

Yoga 7:30pm


